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Part 1: Open to the Public – Item No.

REPORT OF STRATEGIC DIRECTOR PLACE

TO
STATUTORY DEPUTY CITY MAYOR & LEAD MEMBER FOR HOUSING

ON 

26th JUNE 2020

TITLE: FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR OLDER AND VULNERABLE CLIENTS

RECOMMENDATIONS: That Lead Member approves

1. An exception to the Private Sector Housing Assistance Policy (PSHAP) as 
outlined in this report to provide financial assistance to all qualifying applicants 
within the limits of the capital budget allocation until the end of the calendar 
year.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 

In 2004 the Council worked with Salford University and Barclays Bank to establish a 
community-based financial institution called Salford Money Line.  The Council provided 
financial support to Salford Money Line through a range of funding streams to support the 
administration of non-housing loan products to combat financial exclusion. With the 
introduction of the council’s Private Sector Housing Assistance Policy in 2007 there was an 
opportunity to use this organisation to administer the loan products specified in that Policy.

On 17th June 2007 Lead Member for Housing approved an in-principle agreement with SML 
Homes Ltd, a subsidiary company of Salford Money Line, to allow SML Homes Ltd to pursue 
registration with the Financial Services Authority.  The range of loans across various services 
was set out in the Council’s Private Sector Housing Assistance Policy 2007 (PSHAP), this was 
to facilitate Relocation assistance, Homeowner Improvement loans, Disabled Facilities Grant 
top-up loans and Empty Property Improvement loans.

Salford City Council and SML loans entered into a Service Level and Funding Agreement on 
25th July 2008. In July 2014 the delivery vehicle changed and SML Homes was absorbed into 
StreetUK Homes Ltd (SUK). The contract between the Council and SUK was subsequently 
amended in 2014 with the main ‘terms and conditions’ remaining the same. 
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At a contract review meeting in December 2019 a SUK Representative advised that a board 
meeting was to be held in January 2020 to discuss business across all areas of Street UK 
Homes Ltd, the arm of SUK which delivers the services covered by the Council’s contract. On 
the 27th January 2020 SUK informed the Council of their intention to exercise their right to 
terminate the contract and that they would be writing to give 3 months’ notice as required under 
the contract. SUK have advised the Council that while they are not able to deal with any new 
applications for loans under the Council’s PSHAP, they are willing to continue to manage the 
Council’s existing PSHAP Loan Portfolio for a limited period until the Council has had the 
opportunity to make alternative management arrangements (including whether the Council 
should bring the management of the Council’s existing PSHAP Loan Portfolio back In-House). 
Since 2004, when the Council entered into its initial arrangements with Salford Money Line, 
there have been major changes to consumer credit legislation, which have meant that currently 
almost all lending to individuals comes within the definition of “regulated activities”.  Under 
current consumer credit legislation, the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) has taken over the 
regulatory role from the FSA and “regulated activities” can only be carried out by a body that 
is registered with the FCA for the purposes of the activities concerned. The Council is not itself 
registered with the FCA for the purposes of making “regulated” loans to individuals.  The forms 
of the PSHAP Loans that are currently used by SUK are all “regulated” loans and so the 
Council cannot itself offer these same forms of “regulated” loans without FCA Authorisation,  
There are however, a limited number of Local Authority “exemptions” under current consumer 
credit legislation which means that Local Authorities are able to enter into certain specific forms 
of financial arrangements with individuals which do not require the Local Authority to obtain 
FCA Authorisation.  

After seeking initial legal advice and a discussion with procurement it became apparent that 
due to the complexity of the contract and consumer credit legislation, specialist legal advice 
would need to be sought. External specialist legal advice in relation to consumer credit 
legislation has been obtained from DWF and progress is being made with SUK regarding the 
review of the existing loan portfolio with a view to making arrangements for the future 
management of these existing loans.  

The pressing matter is for the Council to agree an “interim” solution to deal with new 
applications for loans made under the PSHAP that will allow the Council to continue to provide 
financial assistance to elderly and vulnerable residents to carry out home improvements which 
will allow them to remain living in their property safely. 

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS: Briefing note, City Issues note, Private 
Sector Housing Assistance Policy (PSHAP)

KEY DECISION: NO

DETAILS:

1.0 Current Situation
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1.1 The immediate impact of SUK terminating its contract with the Council (effective from 
19 June 2020), is that the Council has been left without a mechanism to service 
applications for new Council PSHAP loans to clients. With regard to the historic PSHAP 
Loans that SUK has entered into on behalf of the Council, SUK has indicated that they 
are willing to continue to manage these existing Council PSHAP loans for a short period 
to enable the Council to determine future arrangements.  Following an initial review of 
the current PSHAP Loans and legal advice from DWF in relation to current consumer 
credit legislation, it appears that the majority of the existing Council PSHAP loans could 
be taken back “In-House” by the Council, depending on the ability of the Council’s 
Finance and Housing teams to take over the management of these Loans. However, 
the current inability of the Council to deal with applications for new Council PSHAP 
Loans will adversely affect service provision and our client base. The Home 
Improvement and Assistance service (HIA) provides financial assistance to some of 
our most vulnerable and elderly residents, and the Council’s PSHAP loan products are 
offered as an alternative to prevent people seeking financial solutions from loan sharks 
and high interest lenders to reduce financial hardship. 

1.2 Disable Facilities Grants (DFG’s) rely heavily on the availability of Council PSHAP top-
up loans to assist the client meet the full cost of a much-needed adaptation. This 
service will be unable to move new or existing cases forward without clarity on what an 
alternative offer will be.

1.3 The Private Sector Housing Assistance Policy (PSHAP) provides Lead Member 
discretion to approve exceptions to policy. The exception proposed is the discretion to 
approve direct financial assistance (DFA) in the form of a grant to a property owner. 
Any such grant funding would be secured on the land registry title of the property with 
a time restriction for a number of years, during which time any change of title would 
require the grant to be repaid to the council. The views of finance have also been 
sought on this and they are supportive of this approach.

1.4 An initial briefing has been provided to Lead Member to summarise the background to 
the issues and to seek the Lead Member’s views regarding potential ways forward. 
Lead Member expressed support for the development of an interim measure to allow 
time to seek a longer-term solution. This would provide continuity of service for both 
the Home Improvement and Assistance service and Specialist Housing Services while 
protecting the interests and needs of service users. 

2.0 Proposed Way Forward

2.1 As an intermediate solution, an exception to the Private Sector Housing Assistance 
Policy (PSHAP) is sought for an agreed period to provide direct financial assistance 
(DFA) in the form of a grant with conditions. The main grant condition would be that 
such assistance would be subject to a grant condition period of up to 20 years, during 
which time the grant would be required to be paid back to the council if the property 
had a change in ownership. The final form of the template Grant to be entered into 
between SCC and an individual SCC resident will be drafted so that it comes within 
one of the “Local Authority” exemptions within consumer credit legislation which apply 
to a very limited range of financial arrangements which can be entered into by Local 
Authorities without a requirement for FCA Authorisation.
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2.2 All other current policy limitations on assistance, maximum loan values, conditions and 
eligibility criteria, would remain in place. The above option would allow time for proper 
consideration of, and consultation regarding any proposals which could require the 
PSHAP to be permanently amended to offer new products or alter existing eligibility 
criteria. Any changes to the PSHAP would need to be formally approved in the 
appropriate manner.

2.3 Proposals for future products and/or assistance will consider any additional charges 
that need to be applied to ensure the Council 
recovers all costs incurred in providing a new service. The maximum loan to value of 
the property should also be factored when considering any new product. The relevant 
sections of PSHAP will need to be amended to reflect any agreed changes. 

2.4 A consultation will be undertaken with all stakeholders to identify demand and match 
the best fit products to meet such demand. This will provide the Council with clarity 
around what products it would want to make available at the end of the exception to 
policy period. A full report will be brought to Lead Member at this stage for 
consideration, including details of delivery mechanisms and the procurement process 
that would be required.

2.4 Another option for the Council to consider would be to stop providing financial 
assistance to older and vulnerable residents for home improvement works. A likely 
consequence of this would be clients presenting to other support services when in 
crisis, as they have not been able to access support at an earlier stage when repair to 
their property was more manageable. This will place an increased demand on other 
support services and increase the cost further on such scare resources.

3.0 Conclusion

3.1 Simplifying the product/s and process would improve the application process ensuring 
improvement work can be undertaken in a timelier manner so residents are able to live 
independently for longer in their own homes whilst reducing demand on other scarce 
resources. 

3.2 The other aspect of the contract with SUK is the management and administration of the 
existing loan portfolio. A report will be presented to Lead Member and the City Mayor 
at a future stage detailing how the existing loan portfolio is to be administered going 
forward.  

3.3 An exception to policy will provide council officers the time required to carry out 
meaningful consultation with our stakeholders and afford the opportunity to advance 
the service provision and address any changes in demand to best reflect client need 
going forward.

3.4 An update will be provided for customers outlining interim measures approved during 
the exception period. All current loan values, conditions and eligibility criteria will remain 
in place for the duration of the exception period. 

3.5 It is recommended that Lead Member approves an exception to policy as proposed in 
this report to allow appropriate officers to continue to provide financial assistance to 
elderly and vulnerable residents for a fixed period. 
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KEY COUNCIL POLICIES: Private Sector Housing Assistance Policy 
(PSHAP)

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS:
This Report complies with the council’s Equality and Diversity procedures. 

ASSESSMENT OF RISK:  Low

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: Kathryn Saldanha
The contractual arrangements between the Council and SUK have been 
longstanding and consumer credit legislation has evolved over this period so that 
most loans to individuals are now “regulated activities” that can only be carried out by 
FCA authorised bodies.  There are a limited number of Local Authority “exemptions” 
which enable Local Authorities to enter into certain forms of financial arrangements 
with individuals without requiring FCA Authorisation. Given the complexity of current 
consumer credit legislation and the FCA regulatory regime, the Council has sought 
specialist legal advice from DWF regarding its “historic” PSHAP Loans which have 
been entered into by SUK on behalf of the Council and new applications for PSHAP 
Loans which the Council has received since SUK exercised its right to terminate its 
contract with the Council in 19th June 2020.  With regard to new applications for 
PSHAP Loans, the Council proposes that a change is made to the current PSHAP so 
that, in place of the “regulated Loans” that SUK offers, the Council will enter into 
repayable Grants in a form that complies with the relevant “LA” exemptions: 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by:
Natalie Birchall, ext 2316

The proposal to provide direct financial assistance in the form of a grant with 
conditions, will be funded from the approved Place, Home Improvement Agency 
capital programme.
The conditions would be that such assistance would be subject to a grant condition 
period of up to 20 years, during which time the grant would be required to be paid 
back to the council if the property had a change in ownership.

PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS Supplied by:
Emma Heyes, Category Manager, x6243
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There are no immediate procurement implications for this report for an exception to 
the change the PSHAP for the Council to provide direct financial assistance to 
residents, whilst future options are considered for a longer-term solution.

In due course the procurement team will continue to provide advice and assistance to 
the HIA team, to review those future options and market appraisal to replace the 
service provided by Street UK.

Any future procurement process should comply with the requirements of Contractual 
Standing Orders. 

HR IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: N/A

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: N/A

OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED: People Directorate

CONTACT OFFICER: Caren Green TEL NO: 0161 793 2835

WARDS TO WHICH REPORT RELATES: Citywide


